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Abstract—Scripts are one of the basic text resources to understand
broadcasting contents. Topic modeling is the method to get the
summary of the broadcasting contents from its scripts. Generally,
scripts represent contents descriptively with directions and speeches,
and provide scene segments that can be seen as semantic units.
Therefore, a script can be topic modeled by treating a scene segment
as a document. Because scene segments consist of speeches mainly,
however, relatively small co-occurrences among words in the scene
segments are observed. This causes inevitably the bad quality of
topics by statistical learning method. To tackle this problem, we
propose a method to improve topic quality with additional word
co-occurrence information obtained using scene similarities. The
main idea of improving topic quality is that the information that
two or more texts are topically related can be useful to learn high
quality of topics. In addition, more accurate topical representations
lead to get information more accurate whether two texts are related
or not. In this paper, we regard two scene segments are related
if their topical similarity is high enough. We also consider that
words are co-occurred if they are in topically related scene segments
together. By iteratively inferring topics and determining semantically
neighborhood scene segments, we draw a topic space represents
broadcasting contents well. In the experiments, we showed the
proposed method generates a higher quality of topics from Korean
drama scripts than the baselines.
Keywords—Broadcasting contents, generalized Pólya urn model,
scripts, text similarity, topic model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OTS of tools for mining various kinds of text documents
have been developed in decades. Topic models are one
of the popular tools for modeling such text data [1] because of
its ﬂexibility for model extension and language independent
characteristic. Broadcasting scripts, however, have not been
received much attention from the topic modeling community
though the scripts are useful to understand broadcasting
contents. As text features, scripts contain rich semantic
information of broadcasting contents and its scene segment
structure provides proper environment to discover topics of
a script by dealing with each scene segment as a document.
Learning a script by a conventional topic model, however, may
suffer from lack of statistics such as word co-occurrences.
This is because many scene segments are short and words in
speeches tend not to appear repeatedly over scene segments.
These phenomena make a topic model difﬁcult to learn topics
of high quality. Therefore, a solution to overcome the sparse
statistical information should be required.
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In order to handle a script with topic modeling, the scene
segment structure can be used. Because scene segments can
be regarded as basic semantic units of a script, learning
scene segments means learning storylines in the script. In
general, a broadcasting script is written for ﬁlming, hence
scenes are segmented based on shooting locations. This
causes occasionally very short scene segments consecutively.
For example, phone call scenes of two characters are often
divided into lines by each character though all those scenes
belong to same storyline. To obtain topics of good quality
under this circumstance, we turn the characteristic of scene
segments into the clue for the better modeling. A scene
segment is incomplete itself but have some neighborhood
segments semantically strongly dependent. Going back to
the previous example, all segmented scenes about the phone
call can be treated as one single semantic scene. With
the semantic dependency over scene segments, one can be
further assumed that topically dependent scene segments are
highly similar in terms of the topic. We can then reach the
idea that learning topics and ﬁnding topical dependencies
over scene segments can help each other. If the assumption
about dependencies among scene segments are accepted, it
is obvious that topics of higher quality lead to ﬁnding more
accurate topical dependencies over scene segments. Given
topical dependencies can then be used to force topics of scene
segments topically dependent more similar [13], [7].
In this paper, we study topic modeling on a broadcasting
script with scene segment similarities and word co-occurrence
expansion based on the similarities. Our goal is to uncover
salient topics in terms of storylines despite of the lack of
statistics in a script. The intuition is to jointly improve the
conﬁdence of dependencies among scene segments and topic
quality iteratively. Speciﬁcally, topical dependency among
scene segments are determined by topical similarity among
them. By using the determined dependency, topics of scene
segments are inferred again. The more this procedure is
conducted repeatedly, the higher conﬁdence of the dependency
and topic will be achieved.
The generalized Pólya urn framework [10] is adopted for
obtaining more semantically coherent topics. In the GPU
model, co-occurred words are explicitly forced to be put into
the same topic to improve topical coherence in unsupervised
fashion. In the case of the scene segments, because of its data
sparsity, the word co-occurrence is needed to be expanded to
topically dependent segments. That is, the dependency affects
topics indirectly through the GPU framework. Learning the
GPU model with the expanded word co-occurrence encourages
uncovered topics to ﬁt into the semantic scenes. Hence, once
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the trustworthy topical dependencies over scene segments are
grasped, semantically coherent topics in terms of storylines
can be obtained.
The proposed method was evaluated with a Korean
drama script, the ﬁrst episode of ‘Heard it through the
grapevine’. Experimental results show that the proposed
method outperforms baselines in terms of perplexity and topic
coherence.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The main concerns of this study are twofold: (1) Utilizing
topical dependencies of scene segments to learn topics of
higher quality; (2) improving topical coherence.
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A. Utilizing Topical Dependencies
Modeling the relationship among documents have been
studed in many topic models. Purver et al. [13] model the
utterances of meeting transcripts for topic segmentation. They
explicitly modeled the dependencies between the consecutive
utterances. In their model, the topic distribution of current
utterance may be affected by the previous utterance. Current
utterance, of course, can inﬂuence the next utterance. Dirac
delta function is used to compel topic distribution of an
utterance to be same with that of the previous utterance when
they are dependent. In [6], hyper-linked texts on the web are
modeled with some additional random variables. Instead of
assuming direct dependency between topic distributions of
web pages, they introduced the latent link variable generates
a link and the latent link variable is dependent on the topic
distibution of other web pages. These studies models text data
with dependencies under well-designed generative process.
However, their methods are for explicit dependencies which
are observable while the scene segments do not have.
Du et al. [5] proposed a method of topic modeling
that exploits document relative similarities as a regularizer.
They maximized the model log-likelihood with the constraint
where the distance among similar documents should be much
smaller with certain margin than the distance among dissimilar
documents. This work supports us in terms of utilizing intra
corpus document similarities to enhance the model quality.
Because the volume of a script is small, however, it is
necessarily to ﬁnd more elaborate and direct relationship
among texts rather than the macroscopic relative similarities
in the entire dataset.
B. Improving Topic Coherence
Recently, improving topic coherence has been paid more
attention in the research area. Xie et al. [14] used external
knowledge to learn coherent topics. They incorporated word
correlation into the topic model where the correlation is
obtained by using global word semantics from external
knowledge such as word2vec [9]. But their approach may not
work well in the context of the broadcasting script, because
some words of broadcasting scripts do not appear in general
knowledge base e.g. character name, and words in a script
are not related together in terms of general sense, but are
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associated according to its storyline. In contrast, Mimno et al.
[10] enhanced LDA in terms of topic coherence by integrating
the metric for topic coherence into the progress of topic
assignment. Chen et al. [4] also utilized the idea of [10], but
their goal was to adopt knowledge from the topics of external
domain data for learning a new domain. These two works
introduced a generalized Pólya urn framework to topic models
successfully, and they showed the potential to improve topic
model quality in unsupervised fashion. By standing on the
shoulders of these works, we study topic models to ﬁt more
to the broadcasting scripts.
There are rarely studies of analyzing the broadcasting scripts
using topic model framework, but [11] is one of them. Misra
et al. explored the topic segmentation of TV news using
text features - closed caption of TV news and some image
features. LDA was used for obtaining topic distributions of
closed captions, and then they suggested an algorithm for
TV news story segmentation based on dynamic programming.
Our work not just ﬁnd scene segment dependencies - this
may correspond to story segmentation, but also seek superior
topics in terms of coherence. We resolve two goals in a single
method.
III. L EARNING T OPICS OF A S CRIPT
Let S be the script to learn topics, then we can deﬁne S =
{s1 , s2 , . . . , s|S| }, where si is a scene segment and |S| is the
number of scene segments in the script. Then our objective
is to infer Θ and Φ that maximize the following likelihood
function:
log(p(S|Θ, Φ)p(Θ|α)p(Φ|β)).

(1)

In our problem, however, each si has few information which
makes a topic model learn topics difﬁcult. Instead it is assumed
that there are latent dependencies among scene segments
if they belong to the same storyline. Here, we introduce
a dependency matrix B, a |S| × |S| binary valued matrix,
represents those dependencies over all scene segments. In
this paper, we infer the dependencies using topic distributions
of scene segments simply. That is, two scene segments are
regarded as being dependent if the similarity of two topic
distributions of two scene segments are high enough. By
adding a term of decay f (·) for the distance between the
indexes of scene segments, bij , the element of B, can be
deﬁned as follows:

1 if sim(θi , θj )f (|i − j|) > threshold
bij =
(2)
0 others,
where θi is obviously the topic distribution of si . Scene
segments generally tend to follow time stream, that is why
we add the decay term by the scene segment index.
A. A Naı̈ve Dependency Model
It is needed that the method ties words in dependent scene
segments together and puts those words into the same topic.
One can be a naı̈ve method that uses topic distributions of
dependent scene segments where bij = 1 as base measures
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for inferring θi of si [7]. Then, the conditional distribution of
the topic assignment is deﬁned as
P (zk = t|z −k , S, α, β, B) ∝
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(n−k
si ,t

+ αθ̄dep(si ) ) × 



−k
v nt,v + β
 −k
v (
v nt,v + β)

(3)

where n−k is the count except the current assignment of zk ,
that is z −k , wk is the current word to be sampled with a
topic zk . nsi ,t refers to the number of times that topic t was
assigned to words in scene segment si and nt,v denotes the
number of times that word v appears in topic t. α and β are
symmetric Dirichlet parameters. θ̄dep(si ) is the expectation of
topic distributions come from dependent scene segments of si .
θ̄dep(si ) works as the prior of si where it presses topics of high
probability in θ̄dep(si ) to arise more in the procedure of topic
sampling of si . This naı̈ve model, however, just make topic
distributions similar, but do not get involved in topic quality.
Hence, we explore further to ﬁnd the method to deal with the
topical dependencies.
B. Generalized Pólya Urn Model
Generalized Pólya urn (GPU) model [10] is a modiﬁed
version of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2]. The GPU
model was devised to improve topic quality in terms of
coherence. Co-document frequency of words are widely used
in many studies to evaluate topic coherence, and the GPU
model incorporates those kinds of metrics into topic model
framework directly.
The essential difference between the GPU model and LDA
is the update scheme of topic-word component i.e. Φ. The
GPU model employs a generalized Pólya urn framework [8]
for topic-word component, while it follows the update scheme
of LDA for document-topic component. In LDA which follows
the simple Pólya urn model in contrast with the GPU model,
a ball of certain color may be drawn from an urn. Then the
ball is put back to the urn along with another ball of the same
color. Under the topic model setting, a ball of certain color
can be seen as a word of certain type and an urn as a topic.
In the GPU model, having drawn a word w of particular
type, Avw additional words of each type v ∈ {1, . . . , V } are
put back to the topic. A, a V × V real-valued matrix where
V is the size of vocabulary, has the correlations among words
as its elements. Therefore, when w is assigned to a topic t,
each word v is also assigned to the topic t with the amount
of Avw . For learning the GPU model, A is constructed by
using word co-occurrence information. Since the GPU model
is nonexchangeable, sequential Monte Carlo methods [3] or the
method of approximating the true Gibbs sampling distribution
can be used for posterior inference. See [10] for more details.

A tends to be limited to have only non-zero values for words
within the same scene segment. This may cause the learned
topics are ﬁtted to each scene segment not to meaningful
storylines. To tackle this problem, the dependency matrix B
is used to release the judgement of being co-occurred from a
scene segment si to all dependent scene segments sj where
bij = 1. A , the modiﬁed A using B, can then be deﬁned as
Avw ∝ λv

i
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bij si (w)sj (v)

(4)

j

where si (w) returns 1 if the scene segment si contains w, 0 if
not. We follow [10], λv is set to log(|S|/D(v)), where D(v)
is the number of scene segments contain word v. Each column
of A is also normalized to sum to 1.
When a topic is sampled and assigned to a word with
A , only co-scene segment words have not the chance for
follwing to the topic, but words in dependent scene segments
can also be guided to the same topic in this modiﬁed GPU
model. Topical dependency information B has an effect on
topics of scene segments indirectly in the modiﬁed GPU model
compared to Equation (3) of the naı̈ve dependency model.
This indirect reﬂection of topical dependency also lets the
proposed model be apart from the inﬂuence of the wrong
inferred dependency.
D. Posterior Inference
The conditional distribution for the topic assignments is as
P (zk = t|z −k , S, α, β, A ) ∝

(n−k
si ,t + α) × 


n−k
t,v × Av,wk ,t + β
 −k

v (
v nt,v × At,v,v  + β)
v

(5)

where A is the schema deﬁned in (4). The approach to
compute the conditional distribution is to approximate the true
Gibbs sampling distribution by dealing with each word as if
it were the last, where the approach was presented by [10].
It is needed to be devised that an algorithm updates those
parameters jointly and iteratively because the dependency
matrix B and the topic model parameters Θ, Φ have to affect
each other.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the process of learning topics with
A and B. In the ﬁrst, the algorithm starts learning with A and
B initialized to be I. This initialization reduces the proposed
GPU model to the standard LDA. After certain iteration, A
and B are updated based on Θ somewhat conﬁdent. The
algorithm then again learns topics using A that is based on
B somewhat conﬁdent. By performing this process iteratively,
Θ and B promote each other to become more conﬁdent, so
that the objective can be achieved.
IV. E XPERIMENTS

C. Topical Dependencies Based Word Co-Occurrence
The GPU model uses the statistics of word co-occurrence
information in its own dataset. This unsupervised fashion have
an advantage of needing no additional knowledge to improve
the model. However, as mentioned before, scene segments
have little information of word co-occurrence. As the result,

|S| |S|



A. Data and Setting
To evaluate our method, we used a Korean TV drama script,
the ﬁrst episode of ‘Heard it through the grapevine’. This
script consists of 55 scene segments, which were segmented
by ’#’ mark that means the beginning of a scene. Table I
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Algorithm 1: Jointly iterative topic learning with A and
B
Input : A script with scene segments s1 , s2 , . . . , s|S| , #
iterations nIter, period to update A , B
nU pdate
Output: A topic model with Θ, Φ
initialize topic assignments randomly for all tokens
initialize A and B as identity matrix
iter ← 1
repeat
for i = 1, . . . , |S| do
for wn ∈ si do
nsi ,zk ← nsi ,zk − 1
for all v do
nzk ,v ← nzk ,v − Av,wk
end
nwk ,t +β
draw zk ∝ (nsi ,t+α )   (n
z  ,wk +β)
z
nzk ,v ← nsi ,zk + 1
for all v do
nzk ,v ← nzk ,v + Av,wk
end
end
end
compute the posterior estimates of Θ and Φ
if iter%nU pdate = 0 then
update B as in Equation (2)
update A as in Equation (4)
end
until iter < nIter;

shows detailed information of the script. As shown in Table
I, the number of scene segments and the number of words
in each scene segments are small. In addition, the average
document frequency per word is just 1.48. To think that the
entire scene segments are involved in the identical content, we
can be aware that rare occurrence of words is too severe to
obtain good topics compared to general dataset such as news
data. We remained the last 10 scene segments as held-out data
to measure the perplexity of presented models.
In experiments, four methods were evaluated including the
proposed method.
• LDA. The standard LDA model.
• NDM. The naı̈ve dependency model in (3).
• GPU. The generalized Pólya urn model [10].
• MGPU. The modiﬁed GPU model, that is our proposed
model.
For the proposed model, we performed 200 runs of Gibbs
sampling to get somewhat conﬁdent topics and used the
expectation of topics of those 200 runs for computing B and
A . Exponential decay function was used and the threshold
was set to 0.5 for (2). We set Dirichlet parameters α to 1, β to
0.001 and the number of topics to 20. These hyper parameters
were shared with all topic models in experiments.
We measured all models in two quantitative evaluation tasks.
One is held-out perplexity and the other is topic coherence.
Perplexity on held-out data is one of the basic metrics for topic
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model evaluation [2]. This metric presents how the trained
model predicts unseen data well, and the perplexity for our
held-out dataset is deﬁned as follows.
perplexity(S test |Θ, Φ) =

 |S test |
log p(wd |Θ, Φ)
d=1
.
exp −
|S test |
|sd |
d=1

(6)

Lately, there have been trends for reﬁning topics in human
sense rather than leaving topics as data driven raw stuff. Topic
coherence is the metric follows the trends and presented in
many studies of topic model evaluation [10], [12]. In this
paper, the point-wise mutual information (PMI) [12] is used
to measure topic coherence, which is deﬁned as:

p(wi , wj )
2
, (7)
log
PMI(w) =
N (N − 1)
p(wi )p(wj )
1≤i<j≤N

where w are the top-N words of a topic, p(wi , wj ) is the
probability that words wi and wj co-occur in the same scene
segment and p(wi ) is the probability of word wi .
B. Results and Discussion
We give the results of perplexity and topic coherence
in Table II. As shown in the table, the proposed method
outperformed all baselines in terms of both evaluation
measures. In a broadcasting script, a continuous story may
be divided into several scene segments, and words in those
segments may not co-occur. This may do the role of penalty
when topic models predict unseen data because words have not
co-occured in training data can co-occur in unseen segments
belong to the same story. The GPU model which showed
the worst score in perplexity aggravates this circumstance by
forcing words explicitly co-occurred to have high probability
in the same topic. On the other hand, the proposed method
showed the ability of predicting unseen data by using
topical dependencies. We also found that the proposed model
produced more coherent topics. Even the naı̈ve dependency
model showed better performance than the GPU model in
topic coherence measure. This result supports our intuition
that topical dependencies and topics of scene segments
can co-promotes together. The proposed model reﬂects both
aspects of the GPU model and the naı̈ve dependency model,
then eventually discovered topics are more coherent and more
predictable.
V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an algorithm of learning topic model for a
broadcasting script. The conventional topic models have the
limits for modeling scene segments of a script. Because the
scene segments are relatively small corpus and have few word
co-occurrence statistics, a method that makes the best use
of additional information. The proposed method utilizes the
similarities among topic distributions of scene segments, then
ﬁnally leads topical dependencies over scene segments and
coherent topics of given script. By iteratively learning topics
and inferring topical dependencies, both encourage to be better
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TABLE I
S IMPLE S TATISTICS OF THE 1 ST E PISODE OF ‘Heard it Through the Grapevine’
Data

# of scene segments

Train
Test

45
10

average # of tokens
per scene segements
23.18
24.6

TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
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Metric
perplexity
coherence

LDA
3.4855
-0.153

GPU
4.3392
-0.0717

NDM
3.7597
-0.0271

MGPU
3.1232
-0.0104

together. This idea is adopted to the GPU model, then the
proposed method can obtain more coherent topics as well.
We proved that the proposed method is more appropriate
to uncover topics in a script than the baselines through a
series of experiments. By achieving good performance in both
perplexity and topic coherence, we empirically proved our
intuition makes sense, and our method models the broadcasting
script effectively.
Although we showed the superiority of our proposed model,
there still remain rooms for improvement. In this paper, we
inferred the latent dependencies among scene segments with
very simple method, so more elaborate and reasonable method
is demanded. We remain this for our future work.

average
document frequency of words
1.48
1.13
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